Altair Monarch Release Notes
ISSUE ID

Version 2020.0.1 (16.0.1)
August 4, 2020

RESOLVED ISSUE

MONARCH CLASSIC
MOD-3657

Crash - Clicking items in the report index crashes the application

MOD-3672

Error message like 'There is already an object named 'dsf_f0_s0' may occur when creating a summary

MOD-3674

Impossible to use Monarch CLI and COM Automation

MOD-3676

Crash when using Chinese IME

MOD-3682

Crash when choosing smiley face while using IME

DATA PREP STUDIO
DPS-6542

SparkSQL Connection dialog doesn't save the changes made in the Port field

DPS-6580

Pivot Transform - Disable Column Suffix not disabling as it should

DPS-6583

Unpivot while selecting all columns breaks edit load options when schema of underlying table changes

DPS-6585

Long load for Workspaces with a large number of connections

DPS-6596

Monarch Excel Table - Opening an Excel file that is currently open in Excel and resides in a folder that is synched with OneDrive causes a crash

DPS-6602

Excel Trapping doesn't work with "," as a decimal separator

DPS-6606

Pressing wrench to correct ACE table load error can sometimes yield "Editing of non single column filters is not currently supported." error

DPS-6633

Unable to open multiple Excel files when one is currently open in Excel and resides in a folder that is synched with OneDrive

DPS-6639

Unable to import from SQL Server on non-default port

DPS-6642

Regression: 1:00 is treated by Auto Define as a number

DPS-6653

License Server Credentials dialog: 'change password' button is missing.

DPS-6655

Map Columns - drop down list and scroll are not working correctly

DPS-6659

Report Design - Trap and field content ceases to render or is removed

DPS-6664

Duplicate columns produced during pass through schema mapping dialog

DPS-6665

Selecting all unmapped or expected columns or clearing mappings in the Map Columns dialog triggers many redundant preview grid refreshes.

DPS-6672

Delimited Text - Edit Load Options - Very sluggish to load with large number of columns
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RESOLVED ISSUE

MONARCH CLASSIC
MOD-3145

Incorrect formula results when using IsNull with nested calculated fields in certain unusual scenarios

MOD-3189

Database Import dialog almost unusable in High-DPI settings

MOD-3235

Crash in Report Design if a user is disconnected from RDP

MOD-3443

UserDefined functions stop working when file input option is changed from period to comma as decimal separator.

MOD-3529

Removing a measure from a summary while multiple active measures are in use causes formatting and append errors

MOD-3561

PDF profile may be saved with invalid properties if the PDF Options are not shown automatically or manually invoked

MOD-3571

Unable to install Monarch using Web Trial installer if Access Database Engine 2010 not already installed

MOD-3581

German Edition: Unable to Export a certain Summary using Monarch Classic

MOD-3593

Crash issues with Hosted HWU when running multiple sessions

MOD-3600

Monarch Utility: Character escaping only working for HEX syntax

MOD-3603

A summary having a large number of columns takes inordinately long to display

MOD-3605

Monarch Utility: BOM erroneously added for UTF-8 files even if no BOM exists in the original input

MOD-3606

Monarch gives unnecessary "save model" prompt for some models

ENHANCEMENT

Support Password-protected Excel inputs

ENHANCEMENT

Support Excel XLSB inputs

ENHANCEMENT

Support Scientific Notation in the Expression Editor

ENHANCEMENT

Monarch Utility: Ability to perform XMOD to DMOD conversion via the command line

ENHANCEMENT

Microsoft SQL Server LocalDB dependency updated to version 2017 for platforms that support it or 2014 for other platforms
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RESOLVED ISSUE

DATA PREP STUDIO
DPS-1673

No error message when opening a PDF using an incorrect password

DPS-3252

Preview Selected button incorrectly acts as Load Selected button in Public Data Library

DPS-3889

Missing vertical scroll bar in Export table panel

DPS-4008

Using Auto Define Fields wand disregards Multicolumn Design Mode

DPS-4312

Remove numeric characters and Remove non-alphanumeric characters context-menu options are not proper case

DPS-4652

ODBC recents in Open Data dialog not working properly with password

DPS-4755

"Cannot complete this action" error encountered using filter in ID columns in SharePoint Connector

DPS-4767

Missing columns in Files table in the Box Cloud Storage connector

DPS-4835

Warning message is displayed when testing the connection of a new JIRA Connector ODBC DSN

DPS-4900

Combine Data button in Getting Started dialog is still highlighted when clicking the Move right arrow button

DPS-4919

Missing French localization for Vertica connector

DPS-4922

Duplicate error messages may be displayed in the Amazon Redshift Connector

DPS-4946

Poor alignment of long error messages in the Sharepoint Connector

DPS-4947

No error message displayed when using wrong user credentials in the Zendesk connector

DPS-4949

No error message displayed if the entered database is invalid in the Sybase IQ connector

DPS-4956

Scroll bar not displayed when clicking the Connection Settings expander of Oracle and SQL Server connector dialogs

DPS-4996

Invalid Trust Store error message is displayed twice in the SQL Server Connector

DPS-4998

Certain error messages are not placed on a separate line in the Oracle Connector

DPS-5000

Missing error message for Load Tables when attempting to use TLS1 Encryption Method with Oracle Connector using SSL

DPS-5088

No "loading" icon when waiting for the list of tables in the Box Connector

DPS-5100

Potential hang when clicking "Load Selected Table" in Preview Data when some columns are deselected

DPS-5125

Exception encountered when creating a named export with invalid file extension

DPS-5126

No error message when opening reports with more than 2000 rows in the Salesforce Connector

DPS-5144

Hang when clicking Accept in Multi-Column Region in Report Design with an empty Start/Stop at Template option defined
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DPS-5269

Erroneous 'localhost' default value in Host field for the Business Objects connector

DPS-5310

Changes to table using an Append operation don't cause a prompt to save when later doing a Close Workspace

DPS-5396

Report input context menu - Set Report Directory enabled when there are no child reports

DPS-5662

Monarch Model import may produce two separate Monarch Import change groups

DPS-5671

List of columns not displayed after performing Edit Table Info in the Google BigQuery Connector

DPS-5692

Cancelling the PDF password dialog erroneously opens Report Design

DPS-5694

Opening multiple password-protected PDF files and cancelling password entry can cause a hang

DPS-5706

Unable to connect to password-protected HTTPS source using the OData Connector due to missing authentication schemes

DPS-5717

Report Verification properties on fields are not always saved in the workspace

DPS-5752

Hang when adding a Summary using a specific combination of underlying column names

DPS-5755

Potential hang when dragging a table to the second "Drag a table" section in an Append operation

DPS-5799

Pinning a table derived from a report input produces an incorrect warning in the context menu info box

DPS-5801

'Load Data' button not immediately enabled once Project ID and Dataset ID have been supplied in Google BigQuery Connector

DPS-5818

Default GroupBy transform column names are not localized

DPS-5833

Error when a single quote is used part of a password using the Zendesk Connector

DPS-5901

Adding Append templates beyond the maximum (32) causes a hang

DPS-6038

Excessive truncation in Recents when there is a '-' in the name

DPS-6085

First item in the Open Data favorites tab becomes selected when "pinning" items from other tabs to favorites

DPS-6088

When editing "Greater than" filter which was applied to a Date/Time column the dialog instead shows "Less than"

DPS-6119

Multiple Selection column filter ComboBox loses selection when edited

DPS-6134

Preview data has an error if a column with a filter applied is removed from the original data source and the table is previewed again

DPS-6199

Unsaved field name dialog in Report Design does not work as expected when exiting the mode

DPS-6244

Preview grid expand / collapse button in Report Design should be disabled while there is no preview grid

DPS-6345

No data returned in preview under certain conditions for the Active Directory Connector
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NEW FEATURE

Worksheet Design -"Excel Trapping" for extracting data from complex, hierarchical Excel Worksheets

NEW FEATURE

Save Table as Workspace / Import Table from Workspace

NEW FEATURE

Insert Text Operation

ENHANCEMENT

PDF input engine enhancements, including Snap Left and Snap Up to improve alignment for certain files

ENHANCEMENT

UI and UX redesign

ENHANCEMENT

Enhanced Column List

ENHANCEMENT

New Clean operation - Remove Alpha Characters

ENHANCEMENT

New Metadata Column - Sheet Name (for Excel Worksheets)

ENHANCEMENT

Maximum Split Count added to Split operations

ENHANCEMENT

New Map Columns dialog to try and accommodate schema changes in underlying data sources

ENHANCEMENT

Enhanced Security options for passwords and other sensitive connection string parameters

ENHANCEMENT

Improved error messages and warnings throughout the application
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